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The relationship between optimization, evolutionary sequence selection, and structural symm
is investigated for an elementary continuum model of proteins in which a complete correspond
between sequence and structure can be established. It is found that (i) kinetic optimization (min
frustration) is strongly connected with ground state symmetry and (ii) the highest symmetry gro
state is the least fragile to sequence mutations. [S0031-9007(97)04169-0]
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It is generally accepted that proteins are the result
evolutionary sequence selection to optimize the stabili
and kinetic accessibility of the native conformation [1
18]. Nevertheless, it is clear that once a protein is ab
to fold and conduct its function there is no intrinsic reaso
why it should continue to be optimized, and therefore th
space of existent proteins will, to some degree, refle
topology of sequence space in the absence of optimizat
pressures.

It was recently suggested [15] that structural symm
try in proteins is connected with the property of minima
frustration [6] and kinetic funneling [7], and that symmet
ric ground states have the largest number of sequences
will fold to them and are therefore easiest to design [19,20
Do symmetric ground states support kinetic optimizatio
and sequence prevalence simultaneously?

In this Letter we examine an extremely simple contin
uum model of a protein that allows us to introduce th
competition between linear and topological memory (s
quence connectivity and cross-chain contacts) as a sm
perturbation to the global ground state for sequences w
a specific composition. The model is a continuum analo
of the HP model [8] in which H and P monomers are con
nected by a flexible filament of fixed length. The HP inte
action rule approximates the hydrophobic forces that cau
proteins to collapse by giving one species of monomer (H
a much stronger mutual attraction than the other (P) whi
act only as obstructions. The sequence connectivity of
monomers acts as a small perturbation on the topology
the ground state unless more than two H monomers a
connected sequentially in the chain. This partitions th
ground states into different structures corresponding to t
different sequential H segments that can appear within
sequence of specific composition.

We consider fixed composition sequences of 7 H an
9 P monomers. The collapsed states of these polym
have a core of hydrophobic monomers that at low tem
peratures condenses into a symmetric structure (Fig.
similar or identical to the ground state for 7 discon
nected H monomers [21,22]. It is shown that sequences
which the pair interactions between all H monomers a
equivalent (no sequential H monomers) allow for max
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mum symmetry, and fold into the global ground state—
pentagonal bipyramid core—while sequences that brea
the equivalence of H interactions (contain sequential H
monomers) fold into a partially frustrated ground state
with higher energy and lower structural symmetry. We
study the kinetics of representative sequences from a co
pletely classified sequence space and the evolution of s
quence space in the absence of optimization pressures.

FIG. 1. Pentagonal bipyramid ground state structureG1 (top)
and a partially frustrated ground stateG2 (sequencesp1 and
p2). For clarity, P monomers have been reduced to the size
points.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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is shown that (i) kinetic optimization (minimal frustra-
tion) is strongly connected with structural symmetry, an
(ii) the most symmetric structure is the most robust to s
quence mutations.

We begin by examining the kinetics of three represe
tative sequences that fold to ground states with differe
degrees of symmetry, and then illustrate how sequen
space is partitioned according to ground state structure

The model we have constructed is a polymer cha
composed ofN monomers at sequence positions1 # i #

N . Monomers that are nearest neighbors in sequen
interact according to the string potential

nsxijd  0 , x2 , xij , x1 , (1)

wherexij are the nearest neighbor distances andnsxij .

x1d  nsxij , x2d  `; in other words, the distances
xij . x1 and xij , x2 are forbidden [23]. Monomers
that are not nearest neighbors in sequence interact acco
ing to the Morse potential

V srijd  efe22lsrij 2rod 2 2e2lsrij2rodg , (2)

wherei andj are topological (non-nearest) neighbors an
rij are their separations. The interaction parameters
constructed so that the Morse potential cores of sequen
neighbors are close enough to automatically exclude se
penetration of the polymer [23] during the course of it
random motion [24]. To implement the HP model w
set e  5 (in arbitrary units) for topological interactions
so that the relevant temperatures are,1, and use only
the repulsive core of the potential for both HP and P
interactions.

To study the equilibrium kinetics of the polymers we
recorded Monte Carlo histogramsNsE, q, Tnd measuring
the number of times that states with potential energ
E and order parameterq are visited at temperatureTn

during a simulation of lengthtn. For a sufficiently long
simulation, NsE, q, Tnd is proportional to the thermal
average of the density of statesvsE, qd,

1
tn

NsE, q, Tnd 
1

ZsTnd
vsE, qde2EykBTn , (3)

whereZsTd is the partition function,

ZsT d 
X
E,q

vsE, qde2EykBT . (4)

T is the temperature, andkB is Boltzmann’s constant.
From simulations at one or moreTn it is then possible
to estimatevsE, qd in order to calculate observables ove
a continuous range of temperatures [25,26].

The results of numerical experiments for three repr
sentative sequences with ground state structuresG1, G3,
andG2 (in descending order of symmetry) are presente
below. The first sequence

p1  1 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1 (5)

was constructed so that all H (1) monomers are separa
by at least one P (0) monomer and, therefore, allows f
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HH (topological) interactions between all H monomers
[27]. In this case, the H monomers behave almost like
a gas of disconnected residues, and the competition be
tween linear and topological memory [4–6] is completely
minimized in the ground stateG1 (Fig. 1).

If the obstructions of P monomers are neglected, the
polymer can access a large number of energetically
equivalent topological states that conform to this core
structure. To enumerate these states we calculate th
contact matrix:cij  1 if rij # a, cij  0 otherwise, for
HH contacts within theG1 geometry (wherea . 1 is the
range of the potential). Each statea corresponds to a
contact matrixc

sad
ij for the core and each matrixc

sad
ij has

16 total contacts (note that the contact matrix is invariant
with respect to sign reversal so it cannot distinguish
between a conformation and its mirror image). When the
geometric interference of P monomers is not taken into
account, there are 252 distinct contact matrices possible
for p1 within the G1 structure. Kinetically, a large
number of these states are inaccessible or unfavorabl
so that only about 25 of them are ever occupied for a
significant time.

In sequencep1, the competition for HH contacts is
not frustrated, which results in an ensemble of maximally
connected, and therefore highly symmetric ground states
However, when the equivalence of HH interactions is
broken by the introduction of H-H (string) bonds, the
environments of individual monomers are differentiated,
and the degeneracy is suppressed.

This is the case with sequence 2,

p2  0 1 1 1 0 1 0 0 1 0 1 0 1 1 0 0 , (6)

in which three nearest neighbor H-H string bonds make
three of the topological interactions unavailable, frustrat-
ing the formation of the maximally connected structure. If
p2 is constrained to the high symmetrysG1d core struc-
ture, each matrixc

sad
ij has only 13 contacts and the de-

generacy is about half as large. Frustration leads to a
distorted ground state forp2 with lower symmetry than
G1, but with a larger number of energetic contacts,14
and much less degeneracy 8.

Finally, we consider a sequence that folds to an
intermediate symmetry,G3

p3  0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 , (7)

which is betweenG1 and G2, and has a unique ground
state.

To calculate the occupancy of the low energy states, we
computed histogramsNsE, qa , Tnd of the energy and the
order parameter

qastd 
X
ij

cijstdcsad
ij , (8)

where cijstd is the contact matrix of the polymer at

Monte Carlo stept and c
sad
ij is the contact matrix for
3535
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one of the degenerate conformationsa of a polymer
in its ground state core structure.qastd measures the
projection of sampled core conformations against the sta
a. The histograms were used to computePsa, T d, the
probability thatcijstd projects (completely overlaps) the
state a. Figure 2 showsPsa, Td for p2 and the net
probability, PsG, T d, that p2 projects any one of the
states in the ground state ensembleG  haj. The folding
temperature, defined asPsG, Tfd  1y2, is Tfs2d , 0.56.
The two most highly occupied states in the ensemb
correspond to two easily interconverted conformation
The fact that the sum of these two probabilities excee
unity belowTf reflects the fact that additional (extremely
weak) contacts begin to form, resulting in a contact matr
that projects both states simultaneously.

Near Tf , the free energyFsE, Td of the low symme-
try sequencesp2 andp3 exhibits a double well, and the
distribution of energy states is bimodal. The size of th
free energy barriers is related to the length of sequentia
monomer segments. By contrast, the folding temperatu
of the high symmetry sequencep1 is Tfs1d , 0.86 and
the free energy ofp1 nearTfs1d is smooth and downhill,
in other words no free energy barrier exists between t
unfolded and folded states which correspond to the Ty
0 scenario proposed by Bryngelson and co-workers [1
and appears to be common for highly optimized sequenc
[13,14]. As one would expect,p1 has a lower ground
state energy than bothp2 andp3, and higher folding tem-
perature thanp2. Interestingly, the folding temperatures
Tf s1d , Tfs3d , 0.96 and folding timests1d , ts3d of
p1 and p3 are roughly the same. Although this type o
fluctuation is expected to occur in short polymers [26
we also find thatG3 is fragile to mutations. This be-
havior is not consistent with an evolutionarily selecte

FIG. 2. Occupation probabilitiesPsa, T d and PsG, T d cal-
culated from two simulations atT1  1.15 and T2  0.75.
Psa, Td measures the probability thatcijstd projects (com-

pletely overlaps) the statec
sad
ij while PsG, T d is the probability

of projectingany state in the ground state ensembleG.
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folding mechanism, which should be both efficient an
robust.

In order to establish the correspondence between s
quence and structure, we computed all possible 7
monomer sequences and classified them according to
total number of H-H string bondssspd, and the number
cspd of H segments (strings of 2 or more successive
monomers) in each sequencep (Fig. 3). The ground state
core structure of a single representative sequence for ea
sequence class (15 total) was extracted as the lowest
ergy state observed during109 Monte Carlo steps at a
temperature roughly equidistant from the average collap
and folding temperatures of the sequences. It is easy
see (Fig. 1) that adding or subtracting P monomers fro
between any two H monomers will not affect the struc
ture of the ground stateexceptwhen this breaks or forms
H-H bonds, but then the resulting sequence belongs in
new H segment class. Evidently, the ground state stru
tures are partitioned only by the types of H segmen
present in a sequence. Thus, except for points (2, 4) a
(2, 5) (which individually contain two H segment classes)
each phase point corresponds to a single ground st
structure.

For each sequence, we considered all possible sing
exchange mutations,

ps jd $ pskd if ps jd fi pskd (9)

FIG. 3. The distribution of all possible sequenceNsc, sd. For
comparison, the point (2, 2) (lower black rectangle) contain
2520 different sequences while the point (1, 1) contains 126
The total number of sequences is

P
c,s Nsc, sd  11 440. The

points along the diagonalc  s correspond to the high
symmetry structureG1, the points (2, 3) and (3, 4) correspond
to G2, and the points (1, 6), (1, 3), and (2, 5) correspond toG3
symmetry.
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[where ps jd  0, 1] in order to calculate the single
mutation transition probability matrix

Psc, s ! c0, s0d . (10)

From this matrix we calculate the transition probabilit
PsG ! G0d between symmetry types. The diagonal ele
ments of this matrix determine the probability of remain
ing within a symmetry type after a single mutation. Fo
the three symmetriesG1 G3, the probabilities are,0.7,
0.4, and 0.2, respectively. The transition probabilitie
Psc, s ! c0, s0d were then used to compute the long tim
behavior of the resulting Markov process [28], startin
from an initially uniform distribution of sequences amon
the phase points. For a constant mutation rate per
quence, an initially uniform distribution evolves into one
similar to that shown in Fig. 3, from which it is clear tha
the highest symmetry structure type,G1, is the least frag-
ile to mutations.

What does this model say about protein evolution
In order to answer this question we must know th
degree to which evolution is driven [11] by kinetic en
ergetic optimization, in other words, the window of con
ditions within which proteins are required to fold. The
model above simply measures the allowed topology
sequence space, and therefore admits all possible se
H monomer structures. When we require the poly
mers to fold under more restrictive conditions [29] th
limiting behavior of the Markov process is toward occu
pation of phase points (0, 0) and (1, 1), which belong
the high symmetry structure class. Thus, when we for
optimization the most symmetric structure type is eve
more prevalent.

For this highly simplified model, we have (i) es-
tablished the connection between minimal frustratio
and symmetry. We have shown that sequences able
maximize hydrophobic contacts are minimally frustrate
and fold to a maximally symmetric ground state. W
have also shown that (ii) the most symmetric groun
state structure is the most robust to sequence mu
tions. Although these results suggest that optimizatio
is connected with symmetry prevalence in proteins, th
also indicate that symmetry prevalence can appear wi
out any optimization beyond that needed for foldin
to occur.
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